Waldorf College Education Department
Student Teaching Weekly Log

Week 5

Student Name: Marisa Donnelly
Cooperating Teacher: Rea Kin Stanton

Week: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9-28 to 10-2

1. Activities
   Evaluated speeches
   Scaffolded writing over literature - Old Man's Sea
   Analysis of historical perspective

2. Strengths of student teacher
   Students volunteer to come in during quick time - she has students seeking her advice - they are comfortable making time to come to the room (by today she had 10 students)

3. Things to work on next
   • Continue to develop win-win situations
   • Make sure students do not engage in side-bar conversations when she is addressing class - when she says "quiet" she must make them follow directions
   This is rare & really a part of "fine tuning"

4. Problems/concerns
   None! Great job.
   Today (9-30-15) she took the seating chart & moved some students, handled it with dignity w/ minimal disruption.